
Only You Can Prevent;
First of all need to refer to the Y-DNA;

The one step match is researched back to before 1514.

The surname Elfwald/Elwald of England does not go 
into Germany, but it is felt some variation of it in a 
personal name may be found in Germany.

It should be noted that a different grouping may in this 
case take place. Because of this extrapolation being so 
far back in time, and there is no surname to follow, it is 
easily understood, why the concepts I go forth with are 
likely not to be accepted.



Lets take the concept of Elf/Alf;

One can see a form of elf as älf.

One can see a form of elg as älg.

It seems as though  elf and älf could have been derived 
from  elg and älg, meaning in American English moose.



Jame L. Armstrong seems to think Elwald meant; elk 
( älg/elg; moose) of the forest (wood/woods).

                              Elk; ( älg/elg; moose).



One could see the possibility  of the name Elgwalt.



Above is in German;
König Elgwalt means; King Elgwalt, and wonder if it is 
a Danish form of King Elwald, which it could have 
became in England. 



In York 785 AD, King it is normally referred to as 
Elwald as being the King, and Eanbald the archbishop. 
Above Algwald is refered to as being the king. So it is 
felt that Algwald and Elfwald (Alfwald) are one and the 
same. It is felt also that Elgwalt in Northern German 
(Denmark) is also became Elfwald in England.

Note; locality of elk (elg/alg; moose), may have been 
more in region thousand of years ago.



Bear of the wald (forest); from this region, as with elk 
(elg/alg; moose) of the wald.







Stag Symbols;
Elfwald/Elwald;

Kerr;









Scott;



Scarborough;

It is felt Scarborough family/burgh utilized the stag 
symbol.



Scarborough, United Kingdom

Scarborough, and Gresham, had 12 marker matches on 



Y-DNA.
Cave; Did not use stag symbol.

Locations of Scarborough, Cave, and Gresham show 
near location of the Elwald on entrance to United 
Kingdom.



Robert P. Elliott did an excellent job on collecting data 
on genetic distance, for the Daniel Group/Modal, and 
with the above information one can see that Germany 
by far is the closest to this Daniel Elliott Group/Modal, 



which my Y-DNA is a part of.

One can see that the Daniel Elliott Group/Modal is the 
closest to the Eliot variant including Elliot and Elliott 
group, and just as close to the Kerr Group @570 years. 
Next the Armstrong @600 years, and then the Scott 
@750 years. The Kerr, seem to come out with the stag 
elk symbol more then any other group.



Kerr/Elwald Connection;

Kerr, distribution supports the migration path, similar to 
my line up from Lancaster, County.



The stag, may have been a symbol of the Elwald, Saxon 
Kingdom, shared by others, of the kingdom, but 
strongly linked to the Elgwald/Elfwald/Elwald family 



line.

Guess when Fairy Bear, started eating the Elk of the 
Forest, that is when my family felt it was needed to 



come to America, and it seems like Cowie, who liked 
Fairy Bear ended up coming with my family of 
Goranberry. Cowie, seems to be getting along with 
Smokie. Smokie has a saying; “Only You Can Prevent 
Forest Fires”.

Cowie, tells me that Fairy Bear has a similar saying and 
it's, “Only You Can Prevent a Wind Farm at The 
Hermitage”. The Fairy Bear like Smokie  both seem like 
they need help in prevention. It seems like fires, and 
wind farms can destroy heritage.
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